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The relevance of this book is mainly to show how the multi-agent system paradigm can be used to solve a very relevant real life real size problem. The book introduces a new concept for disruption management in current Airline Operations Control Centers, taking into account their organization, tools, problems, methods and costs. Most of the research efforts dealing with airline scheduling have been done through off-line plan optimization methods. However, nowadays, with the increasingly complex and huge traffic at airports, the real challenge is how to react to unexpected events that may cause plan disruptions, leading to flight delays.

Moreover these disruptive events usually affect at least three different dimensions of the situation: the aircraft assigned to the flight, the crew assignment and, often forgotten, the passengers’ journey and satisfaction.

This book includes answers to this challenge and proposes the use of the Multi-agent System paradigm to rapidly compose a multi-faceted solution to the disruptive event taking into consideration possible preferences of those three key aspects of the problem.

Figure 1. M ASDIMA user interface displaying, on the left, problems encountered and proposed solutions, including costs and, on the right, flights being monitored by the system. On top right we may access relevant information for each dimension (Aircraft, Crew, Pax) of selected flights.
Negotiation protocols taking place between agents that are experts in solving the different problem dimensions (regarding aircrafts, crew and passengers), combination of different utility functions and, not less important, the inclusion of the human in the automatic decision-making loop make MASDIMA, the system described in this book, well suited for real-life plan-disruption management applications.
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